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Abstract In most swarm systems, agents are either
aware of the position of their direct neighbors or they
possess a substrate on which they can deposit infor-
mation (stigmergy). However, such resources are not
always obtainable in real-world applications because of
hardware and environmental constraints. In this paper
we study in 2D simulation the design of a swarm system
which does not make use of positioning information or
stigmergy.

This endeavor is motivated by an application whereby
a large number of Swarming Micro Air Vehicles (SMAVs),
of fixed-wing configuration, must organize autonomously
to establish a wireless communication network
(SMAVNET) between users located on ground. Rather
than relative or absolute positioning, agents must rely
only on their own heading measurements and local com-
munication with neighbors.

Designing local interactions responsible for the emer-
gence of the SMAVNET deployment and maintenance
is a challenging task. For this reason, artificial evolution
is used to automatically develop neuronal controllers for
the swarm of homogenous agents. This approach has
the advantage of yielding original and e!cient swarm-
ing strategies. A detailed behavioral analysis is then
performed on the fittest swarm to gain insight as to the
behavior of the individual agents.
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1 Introduction

Existing aerial robotic swarms use relative or global po-
sitioning information to navigate in their environment
using either map-based strategies (Kuiper and Nadjm-
Tehrani, 2006; Parunak et al, 2005; Sauter et al, 2005;
Elston and Frew, 2008; Flint et al, 2002; Lawrence et al,
2004; Pack and York, 2005; Yang et al, 2005), Reynolds’
Flocking (Reynolds, 1987) or Artificial Physics (Spears
et al, 2005) approaches (Basu et al, 2004; De Nardi
and Holland, 2007; Holland et al, 2005; Kadrovach and
Lamont, 2001; Merino et al, 2006), or predefined swarm
formations (Vincent and Rubin, 2004). Other researchers
have explored the use of artificial evolution to auto-
matically determine position-aware swarm controllers
(Gaudiano et al, 2005; Lin et al, 2004; Richards et al,
2005; Soto and Lin, 2005; Wu et al, 1999). While these
approaches have the potential to achieve tasks such as
surveillance, sensing, area coverage, target tracking and
communication relay, they all rely heavily on local or
global positioning information.

Swarming without positioning is interesting because
it alleviates the need for information which is often
unavailable in real-life applications because of hard-
ware and environmental constraints. O"-the-shelf sen-
sors such as cameras, laser range finders, radars, ultra-
sound and infrared sensors are capable of providing rel-
ative positioning. However, interesting usability ranges
for aerial swarm deployments (>100 m) typically en-
tail expensive hardware, in terms of energy, cost and
weight, which is incompatible with the scalable nature
of swarms composed of large numbers of simple and
inexpensive aerial robots. Alternatively, wireless tech-
nologies can be used to estimate the range or bear-
ing between agents of the swarm and position beacons
using time of arrival (TOA), time di"erence of arrival
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(TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) or the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI). However, depositing beacons
in the environment is generally not practical for the
rapid deployment of swarm systems in unknown en-
vironments (Hu and Evans, 2004). Finally, global po-
sitioning system (GPS) technologies are unreliable or
impossible in cluttered areas where line-of-sight with
the necessary satellites is not available (Siegwart and
Nourbakhsh, 2004), thus limiting the deployability of
the system in certain environments. Taking these lim-
itations into account, we aim at a system which does
not depend on such positioning technologies.

Very few examples of swarms that do not use stig-
mergy or positioning are known. For example, in work
by Nembrini et al (2002), a swarm of ground robots
is capable of generating a coherent movement towards
a light beacon while avoiding obstacles and maintain-
ing global shape in simulation. Very simple rules based
on local wireless communication are responsible for the
behavior of the swarm, and no positioning informa-
tion is used. However, the resulting rules are adapted
to wheeled robots with very simple dynamics, whereas
fixed-wing MAVs need to maintain forward motion in
order not to stall. Finally, the developed local interac-
tions are not suitable for the generation of aerial com-
munication relay and no methodology for designing the
local interactions is given.

Our target application scenario consists in imple-
menting a rapidly-deployable aerial communication net-
work between users located on ground. Such emergency
systems could replace damaged, inexistent or congested
networks and can play an important role in disaster mit-
igation (Oh, 2003). The long-term objectives include
relaying multiple users as can be seen in Fig. 1. The
aerial nature of the system is interesting in that it allows
for line-of-sight transmissions between MAVs, which is
more energy e!cient than communication through ob-
stacles at ground level. Furthermore, MAVs can fly over
di!cult terrain such as flooded areas or debris.

It was chosen to approach the problem in 2D simu-
lation using a homogenous swarm of twenty agents dis-
playing the paradigms of swarm robotics (Şahin, 2005).
Rather than positioning sensors, agents are only equipped
with local communication capabilities (typically a WiFi
module) and a heading sensor. As a first step, a simpli-
fied scenario is considered in which a base station (BS)
and a user station (US) located on the ground must
communicate via the SMAVNET.

Determining the atomic rules responsible for the de-
ployment and maintenance of the SMAVNET is not
straightforward and no methodology currently exists to
acquire such knowledge. The task is especially di!cult
given the lack of positioning information in the system,

Fig. 1 Artistic view of the use of a swarm of MAVs for estab-
lishing communication networks between users stations located
on ground.

which prevents from applying existing algorithms de-
scribed previously. To overcome these di!culties, we
use genetic algorithms to evolve neural controllers for
the swarm of agents (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000). Evolu-
tionary approaches have the potential to find creative
swarm strategies which might otherwise not have been
considered.

A good understanding of the evolved inter-agent in-
teractions can provide the basis for hand-designing con-
trollers in the future. The importance of being able to
understand the behavior of the agents is increased in
real-life applications because it allows for rapid modifi-
cation of the swarm behavior (i.e. no need to re-evolve
a controller). Also, basic understanding of the under-
lying rules is necessary if we are to perform a safeness
and liveness analysis of the system following swarm en-
gineering paradigms (Winfield et al, 2005a,b). For these
reasons, a qualitative behavioral analysis is conducted
on the best evolved controller.

The following section describes the experimental set-
up in terms of scenario, simulation setup and evolution-
ary methodology. Section 3 presents the performance
of the best evolved agent controller and the local in-
teractions responsible for the deployment and mainte-
nance of the SMAVNET. The robustness of the system
to variations in the setup parameters and MAV failures
is assessed. Finally the conclusion section presents the
current status and future steps within the scope of the
SMAVNET project.
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Fig. 2 Scenario environment as defined in our application. The
swarm should be capable of finding any user station placed within
a ±30! angle of the desired goal heading and within 500 ± 50 m
of the base station.

2 Experiment Setup

2.1 Scenario

Our preliminary test case scenario consists in having
a swarm of MAVs search for a single user station po-
sitioned on ground while maintaining a connection to
the base station from which they are launched. MAVs
must remain coherent (i.e. interconnected) and directly
or indirectly connected to the base station so as not to
get lost. A communication link between the base sta-
tion and the user station is then to be maintained for
the remaining of the 30 min trial duration (i.e. the cur-
rent battery life-time expectation of the physical plat-
form under development (Leven et al, 2007)). Experi-
ments are done in 2D, meaning all MAVs are assumed
to fly at the same altitude. At this stage, collision avoid-
ance has not been taken into account and will later
be implemented by altitude di"erentiation. MAVs are
launched every 15 ± 7.5 seconds within a 50 m radius
from the base station to model the fact that MAVs will
be launched by hand by a single operator. The user sta-
tion is positioned in the area 500 ± 50 m away from the
base station and within a ± 30! angle of a given goal
orientation reflecting the user’s approximate knowledge
of the direction of the user station (Fig. 2).

2.2 MAV model

The MAV dynamic model is implemented in 2D based
on a first order flight model which was chosen to re-
produce trajectories obtained with our current simple
and low-cost fixed-wing airframe (Leven et al, 2007).

The resulting agents fly at a speed of 14 m/s a"ected
by ±5% uniform noise and are unable to hover or make
turns sharper than 18 m in radius. Uniform noise in the
range [-5,5]!/s is added to the turn rate of the MAV.
A smoothing function ensures that the turn rate can
not be modified abruptly (the maximum change in turn
rate is of 100!/s2). Such physical constrains enforce a
more complex controller with respect to ground robots
or hovering platforms. At this stage, the only internal
sensor used for swarming is a heading measurement sen-
sor a"ected by Gaussian noise with a standard devia-
tion of 5!.

MAVs are capable of wireless communication with
other MAVs and the base station or the user station.
The communication model assumes that communica-
tion between two agents is perfect if the individuals are
less than 90 m apart, noisy from 90 m to 100 m and
inexistent when separated by 100 m or more. The prob-
ability of entirely dropping a message increases linearly
between 90 m and 100 m from 0 to 1. Similar disc mod-
els have been used in robotic swarm simulators (Nem-
brini et al, 2002) based on assumptions introduced in
work by Winfield (2000).

Agents can send two types of messages, control mes-
sages and data messages. Control messages are only
used for the coordination of the swarm and are broad-
casted by each agent every 50 ms. Data messages are
related to the application of the swarm (e.g. video relay,
voice relay, etc.), and are sent between the base station
to the user station every 50 ms (the direction of the mes-
sage flow is non-relevant). A data message is assumed
to have reached its destination if there exists, at that
given time-step, at least one communication pathway
between the base station and the user station.

2.3 Neural Controller

MAVs are controlled by means of a neural network (Fig.
3) which outputs the turn rate to adopt. The speed
of the MAV is assumed to remain constant. Since no
positioning information is available, the inputs are ex-
clusively derived from an absolute heading sensor and
the control messages received from neighboring MAVs
(situated communication (Støy, 2001)). Inputs to the
neural controller are defined as follows:

– Heading Heading of the MAV as computed using a
magnetic compass.

– BSHopCount Minimum number of network hops
that separate the base station from the MAV. MAVs
which are disconnected from the base station are as-
signed a BSHopCount value of N where, N is the
maximum BSHopCount which can be obtained in
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Fig. 3 Artificial neural network architecture used for the control
of the MAVs.

a given network. For our application, N corresponds
to the number of MAVs in the swarm (N=20). Hop
information is transmitted in a decentralized and
scalable manner at a rate of 1 hop/50 ms as de-
scribed in Appendix A.

– USHopCount Minimum number of network hops
that separate the user station from the MAV. When
disconnected from the user station MAVs are as-
signed a value of N .

Inputs were scaled to fit the range [-1,+1] and the
neuronal transfer function was chosen to be a hyper-
bolic tangent (tanh). The synaptic weights were in the
range [-4,+4] and coded on 8 bits. Neural architectures
possessed 4 hidden neurons. 1.

2.4 Genetic Algorithm

For our application, 15 independent evolutions were
conducted using a genetic algorithm (Nolfi and Flore-
ano, 2000). Each MAV in the swarm is equipped with
identical neural controllers (homogenous swarm) to al-
low for scalable systems composed of interchangeable
agents, an advantage in real-life applications. Colony
level selection was used to favor inter-agent cooperation
(Waibel et al, submitted). Each neural controller is ge-
netically represented by a binary string composed of a
series of 8-bit blocks representing the synaptic weights
of the neural controller. Populations of 100 individu-
als were evolved using a rank-based truncation selec-

1 We sequentially tested neural architectures with zero to four
hidden neurons. Architectures with four hidden neurons were
found to yield swarm controllers with the highest fitness.

tion, one-point crossover, bit mutation and elitism. The
genomes of the first generation were initialized ran-
domly. Each individual represents an MAV controller
which is copied to all members of the swarm. The mean
fitness of each swarm (Sec. 2.5) was evaluated for 10
user stations positioned within the user station area
(Fig. 2)2.

After ranking the individuals according to their mea-
sured fitness values, the top 10 were copied to the new
population (elitism). The remaining population was gen-
erated from the crossover of two randomly paired indi-
viduals within the 30 first ranks. One point crossover
was applied to each pair with a probability 0.2 and each
individual was then mutated with a probability 0.01 per
bit.

2.5 Fitness

We aim at favoring systems which can rapidly establish
connections in a coherent manner and maintain them
throughout the entire trial duration. To do so, the fit-
ness F of each swarm is measured by the mean con-
nectivity between the base station and the user station
over the entire trial duration (T=30 min):

F =
1
T

T!

t=0

c(t) (1)

The connectivity c(t) of the network corresponds to the
number of disjoint paths between the base station and
the user station, which also corresponds to the mini-
mum number of MAVs that need to be removed from
the network for the communication link to break. In
order to put an additional pressure against the loss
of MAVs, trials during which individuals were discon-
nected from the base station for more than 30 s were
assigned a fitness of 0.

3 Results

The evolutionary run during which the controller with
the highest fitness was found can be seen in Fig. 4.
Of the remaining 14 evolutionary runs, 2 were capa-
ble of finding controllers displaying similar strategies
as the best individual while the remaining 12 evolu-
tionary runs converged to a local optimum. This shows
that the evolutionary process is not straightforward. In

2 Five user stations were positioned 550 m away from the base
station at 30!, 15!,0!, !15!, !30! angles from the predefined
goal heading (Fig. 2), the same angles were applied to the five
user stations placed at a distance of 450 m.
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Fig. 4 Maximum individual fitnesses for each generation of the
best evolutionary run. The individual with the highest fitness
selected for the behavioral analysis was found at generation 228.

this paper, we focus on the performance and behavior
of the best evolved controller in order to gain insight as
to how swarming without positioning can be achieved
and what underlying mechanisms are used. We then
assess the robustness of the evolved approach to varia-
tions on the parameters of the experimental setup and
MAV failures.

3.1 Performance

After evolution, the best controller was tested 1000
times on randomly positioned user stations within the
area described in Fig. 2. In the end, 97.5% of the user
stations were found and only 2.24% of the 20’000 de-
ployed MAVs (1000 runs with 20 MAVS) were lost. The
connectivity measures of the networks over the 1000 tri-
als are shown in Fig. 5 (left). The connectivity measures
equal 0 during the first couple of minutes of a deploy-
ment because few MAVs have been launched, and the
swarm has not traveled far enough to find a user sta-
tion. However, once the connection between the base
station and the user station is established, it is main-
tained in a robust manner, this can be seen by the fact
that the connectivity measures remain stable to the end
of the trials. After 30 min, 22.4% of the 1000 trials had
a connectivity of zero, 74% had a connectivity of one
and 3.6% had connectivity of two. Over the 1000 trials,
only those where the user station was not found (2.5%)
displayed a constant connectivity of zero. The remain-
ing trials maintained at worst intermittent connections,
displaying varying connectivities between zero, one and
two. A perfect (uninterrupted) connection between the
base station and the user station is not required as long
as the swarm remains coherent. Fig. 5 (right) shows
statistics on the mean connectivity over 30 min trials
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Fig. 5 Left: Connectivity of the best evolved controller when
tested one thousand times on randomly positioned user stations
within the user station area (Fig. 2). At each time-step, the pro-
portion of networks (out of the 1000 trials) having connectivities
of 0, 1 and 2 is shown. Connectivity values above 2 were not en-
countered. Right: Statistics on the mean connectivity over 1000
trials of 30 min. Each box has lines at the lower quartile, median,
and upper quartile values. The whiskers extend to the farthest
data points that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range.
Outliers are shown with a + sign.

as described in Eq. 1. The median fitness over 1000 tri-
als is of 0.68 which is coherent with the performance of
the best individual found through evolution, as shown
in Fig. 4.

3.2 Behavioral Analysis

Through a behavioral analysis we aim at extracting
the underlying principles responsible for the emergence
of the evolved swarm strategy. These principles could
prove useful for hand designing swarm strategies for
MAV swarms in the future, across additional scenarios
than the one presented here. Furthermore, a good un-
derstanding of the behavior of a swarm system is essen-
tial if it is to be deployed in real-life applications. The
methodology consists in looking at the global strategy
displayed by the swarm, followed by an analysis on the
e"ect of each input to the MAV neural controllers on
the individual behaviors of the MAVs.

In the evolved strategy, MAVs form a tight chain
which coherently moves from one side of the search area
to the other as can be seen in Fig. 6. As soon as the
user station is found, the MAVs reorganize to maintain
the communication link active. A stable communication
link is maintained by all MAVs performing the smallest
possible circular trajectory given their dynamics. Notice
that the area up to 450 m away from the base station is
also covered although the controllers are not explicitly
evolved for finding user stations in this zone.3

3 Videos showing typical swarming behaviors can be found at
http://lis.epfl.ch/smavs
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Fig. 6 Trajectories of all the MAVs during a 30 min trial of the best individual when the user station is located in the North-East
corner of the search area. The trajectory of the first launched MAV is shown by a light grey line. The last two minutes of the trial
show the behavior of the MAVs once the communication link between the base station and the user station is stabilized.

MAVs do not move straight, rather they adopt near
constant turn rates, yielding circular trajectories. By
periodically modulating their turning rate, they can de-
scribe circular trajectories which can be characterized
by a velocity vector of global direction and speed. The
final trajectory resembles a prolate cycloid. The peri-
odic modulation in turn rate for a fixed BSHopCount
and USHopCount is controlled by the MAV’s heading
input (Fig. 7).

The global orientation and progression speed of a
given trajectory depends on how far an MAV is from
the base station (Fig. 8). A low BSHopCount results in
trajectories directed to the West of the search area (i.e.
30! to 0! angle from the goal heading) and advancing

at low speeds. The slow overall speed of the MAVs al-
lows them to “wait” for new launches. MAVs which are
further away from the base station (more than 5 hops)
adopt trajectories directed at negative angles from the
goal heading, this is why the swarm chain is slightly
curved (Fig. 6). When disconnected from the base sta-
tion (BSHopCount = N), MAVs backtrack in order
to maintain a coherent swarm and remain connected to
the base-station.

After all MAVs have been launched, and the entire
swarm disconnects from the base station, all MAVs per-
form the backtracking trajectory to reconnect to it. By
alternating these connection and disconnection phases,
the swarm is able to synchronize by having all MAVs
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Fig. 8 E!ect of the BSHopCount on the velocity vector of the directed circular trajectories described by the best evolved MAV
controllers when plotted over 30 s. The USHopCount is set to N.
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Fig. 7 E!ect of the Heading input on the turn rate of an MAV
when the BSHopCount and USHopCount are maintained con-
stant to 5 and 20 respectively.

display the same heading at a given time (Fig. 9). The
connection and disconnection of the entire swarm gen-
erates a periodic signal on which MAVs gradually align.
Examples of such spontaneous synchronization can be
found in nature in the firefly flashing patterns for exam-
ple (Camazine et al, 2001). The alternation of connec-
tion and disconnection periods also allows the MAVs
to move in a coherent manner to the East of the search
area. This sweeping behavior is due to the di"erence in
MAV turn rate when connected or disconnected from
the base station (Fig. 10).

Finally, MAVs that are connected to both a base
station and a user station (BSHopCount < N end
USHopCount < N) perform the smallest possible cir-
cular trajectories. This ensures the maintenance of the
communication link between the base station and the
user station (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 9 Standard deviation on the heading of all MAVs during a
single run with the user station placed in the North-East corner
of the user station area. Three phases displaying di!erent levels
of synchrony can be observed. The first phase corresponds to the
deployment in which the MAVs are being launched. During this
phase, the MAVs are not synchronized. The second phase repre-
sents the sweeping phase which is highly synchronized. The third
phase corresponds to the maintenance of the communication net-
work. During this phase, the MAVs are not synchronized.

3.3 Robustness

The fact that the swarm can support significant pa-
rameter variations with little or graceful degradation,
further supports the usability of the evolved strategy
in real-life scenarios. For this reason, we test the best
evolved controller against variations on the swarm sizes,
communication ranges, MAV launch intervals and MAV
speeds, as well as MAV failures. Fig. 12 shows the e"ect
of each parameter variation on the mean connectivity
over 30 min trials. Statistics are produced over 1000 tri-
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Fig. 10 The top figure shows the trajectory of an MAV along the
communication limit of the base station (the grey area shows the
noisy communication zone). This sweeping behavior, at the fron-
tier of the communication range, is induced by the alternation of
turn rates when connected and disconnected from the base sta-
tion. The figure in the center shows an abstraction of this mech-
anism. A one-way ANOVA plot in the bottom figure shows that
the turn rates when connected and disconnected are significantly
di!erent (p<0.01). The boxes have lines at the lower quartile, me-
dian, and upper quartile values. The whiskers are lines extending
from each end of the box to show the extent of the rest of the
data. The notches represent a robust estimate of the uncertainty
about the medians for box-to-box comparison. The notches per-
mit the assessment of the significance of the di!erences of the
medians. When the notches of two boxes do not overlap, the cor-
responding medians are significantly di!erent at (approximately)
the 95% confidence level (McGill et al, 1978).

als with user stations randomly positioned within the
user station area described in Fig. 2. For each set of
experiments, only one parameter was changed, the re-
maining parameters being set to the original values de-
scribed in the experimental setup (Sec. 2).

Results show a decrease of performance by at most
10% with respect to the original median performance
of 0.68 (Fig. 5, right) for any of the following variations
in setup parameters:

1 2 3 4 5
BSHopCount

[USHopCount=6-BSHopCount]

100m Goal
Heading

N
EW

S

Fig. 11 E!ect of the BSHopCount and USHopCount on the
trajectory of the best evolved MAV controllers when plotted over
30s. Here the MAV is assumed to be connected to the base station
which is BSHopCount away and to the user station which is
USHopCount=6-BSHopCount away, assuming a minimum path
between the base and user station of length 6.

– variations in swarm size from 17 to 30 (30 being the
maximum tested)

– variations in communication range from 100 m to
200 m (200 m being the maximum tested)

– variations in launch interval from 10 s to 20 s
– variations in MAV speed from 10 m/s to 16 m/s

Performances decreased by more than 10% are typ-
ically due to the fact that MAVs are not spaced out
enough within the MAV chain (small launch intervals,
low MAV speeds, short communication ranges). In such
deployments, MAVs are launched before the MAV chain
is able to su!ciently distance itself. These swarms are
not able to form MAV chains which reach out to far
away user stations. Launching small MAV swarms has
a similar e"ect (i.e. the formation of short chains).

The graceful degradation of the performance for launch
intervals larger than 20 s is due to the fact that the
swarm performs the sweeping behavior to the right prior
to the formation of the entire MAV chain, resulting in
certain user stations in the North-West corner of the
user station area (Fig. 2) to not be found. The sweep-
ing behavior is activated by continuous connections and
disconnections of the entire swarm from the base sta-
tion (Sec. 3.2). In the case of long launch intervals, the
swarm enters this behavior in between each new launch,
for a short period of time, resulting in a slight shift of
the MAV chain. Large MAV speeds are also challenging
for the swarm for identical reasons.

In addition, randomly removing 1 MAV at random
times during the trials (MAV failure) does not signif-
icantly decrease the performance (Fig. 13). Further-
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Fig. 12 E!ect of varying a parameter of the experimental setup on the mean connectivity over 1000 trials of 30 min. The dashed line
represents a 10% decrease in performance with respect to the original parameters shown in bold. Sectors in grey include parameter
values which perform above this limit. Each box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values. The whiskers
extend to the farthest data points that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are shown with a + sign.
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Fig. 13 E!ect of MAV failures on the mean connectivity over
1000 trials of 30 min. At each trial, a fixed number of randomly
chosen MAVs are removed at random times for the remaining
of the 30 min trial. The dashed line represents a 10% decrease
in performance with respect to the original parameter shown in
bold. Each box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper
quartile values. The whiskers extend to the farthest data points
that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are
shown with a + sign.

more, the failure of 4 MAVs or less decreases the median
connectivity mean over 1000 trials by less than 10% .

Finally, while the controller was evolved in the scope
of a specific experimental setup, it is robust to limited
variations on the swarm sizes, communication ranges,

MAV launch intervals and MAV speeds, as well as to
MAV failures.

4 Conclusion

To this day, application oriented swarm algorithms have
mostly assumed that relative or global positioning con-
cerning themselves and their neighbors was available.
Instead, our agents rely on internal sensors and infor-
mation derived from local wireless communication with
neighboring agents. Our approach has been demonstrated
in 2D simulation on an application whereby 20 MAVs
are deployed to establish and maintain a multi-hop com-
munication network between a base station and a user
station located on the ground. Such a rapidly deploy-
able communication network for information relay could
play an important role in disaster mitigation.

Artificial evolution is used as an exploration tool to
automatically determine novel swarm controllers. The
evolved swarm is able to find more than 97% of the user
stations placed within 550 m from the base station and
between -30! and 30! of the given goal heading in a
coherent manner. The system is then able to maintain
the communication link active throughout the remain-
ing trial durations.
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Through a behavioral analysis of the best evolved
controller, we were able to identify the following prin-
ciples for the design of swarms of MAVs for communi-
cation relay, which do not use positioning information:

– directed circular trajectories prove to be an e!-
cient approach for designing fixed wing aerial plat-
form navigation by allowing variation of direction
of movement and global advancement speed by only
varying the turn rate with respect to the absolute
heading of the MAV.

– MAVs which are not connected (even indirectly) to
the base station should immediately backtrack using
their heading sensor in order to attempt a reconnec-
tion.

– Alternation of connection and disconnection phases
from the base station provide the basis for a syn-
chronized sweeping movement of the entire swarm.

– MAVs which are connected to both the base station
and the user station should perform the smallest
possible circular trajectory in order to maintain the
communication link between the two.

Finally, we show that the evolved strategy is robust
to parameter variations in the experimental setup and
MAV failures.

In the future, we plan on applying the principles
found through evolution to di"erent scenarios than the
one presented in this paper. Possible scenarios could
feature multiple dynamic user stations and base sta-
tions. In order to increase the realism of the simula-
tions we are currently developing a 3D simulator which
implements communication models (for inter-MAV and
base station to user station communication) based on
802.11b wireless specifications and physics-based wave
propagation. Preliminary results, yet unpublished, tend
to back the rapid implementation of behaviors inspired
by evolution, such as the chain formation, synchroniza-
tion and sweeping mechanisms described in Sec. 3.2, for
novel applications within more realistic simulators.

E"orts will also be put forward to mitigate the ef-
fect of wind based on low-level reactions to wind sensor
readings (Rodriguez et al, 2007), or high-level behaviors
at the individual and swarm level.

Finally, we aim at transferring simulated controllers
to a swarm of MAV platforms currently developed for
real-life experimentation.
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Fig. 14 Topology of the swarm determined using local commu-
nication. The base station and the user station are represented
by black circles, the MAVs by white ones and the local communi-
cation links by the lines connecting them. Tags above each MAV
and the base station represent the number of hops from the base
station and the user station respectively. MAVs that are isolated
from the swarm receive the default values N = 20.

A Communication

Information about the topology of the swarm or the connection
status of an MAV to the base station or the user station can be
gained using local wireless communication.

MAVs are capable of determining the minimum number of
network hops needed for a message to go from the base station
(BSHopCount) and the user station (USHopCount) to them-
selves using only local communication (Fig. 14).

More generally, any MAV can approximate its hop count (h)
to any ground station using equation 2.

h(s, i, t) =

8
>>><

>>>:

N t = 0
N n(i) = "
1 s # g(i)
min(argmin

ni"n(i)
(h(s, ni, t ! 1)) + 1, N) otherwise

s = ground station index
i = MAV index
t = timestep of 50 ms duration
n(i) = MAVs in the neighborhood of i
g(i) = base and user stations in the neighborhood of i
N = maximum number of hops between an

MAV and the ground stations
(N=20 in a scenario with 20 MAVs)

(2)

While this system tends towards the correct topology of the net-
work when the system is stable, it can obviously be momentar-
ily locally inexact because of the dynamism of the network and
because hop information needs to propagate throughout the net-
work at a speed of 1 hop per 50 m/s. Another possibility would
be to have the base station or user station broadcast a notifi-
cation message which would then flood the network and almost
instantaneously update the hop count of all MAVs with respect
to the initiating user or base stations on ground. We believe how-
ever that our solution has several advantages over this solution.
First of all, it is scalable in the number of user stations on ground
(additional ground stations increase slightly the size of messages
sent between MAVs but do not increase the number of messages
which need to be sent). Also, our approach is truly decentral-
ized and dynamic in that it does not rely on the base stations or
user stations to initiate a flooding mechanism but only on local
communication between MAVs.
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Fig. 15 E!ect of the disconnection of a group of MAVs from the swarm. The base and user stations are represented by black circles,
the MAVs by white circles and the local communication links by the lines connecting them. Tags above each MAV and the base station
represent the number of hops from the base station and the user station respectively. Messages are sent every time-step (!t=50 ms).

Finally, MAVs can detect if they are connected to the base
station or user station either directly or indirectly thanks to the
mechanism described in Fig. 15. This mechanism is derived from
equation 2, which pushes the hop information of MAVs discon-
nected from the base or the user station to increment until the
cuto! value N . MAVs that have reached the cuto! value are as-
sumed disconnected.
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